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Portfolio turnover’s impact on the tax 
efficiency of active equity strategies

By Dr Don Hamson 
Plato Investment Management

Most performance surveys for Australian sector funds are presented in 
gross terms, before fees and particularly before tax.  Both fees and taxes 
are important for most investors in Australia. In this paper we estimate 

the impact of taxes for various classes of investors and at various turnover levels 
using historical performance of the All Ordinaries Index over the past 10 years 
to June 30 2006. We vary turnover levels to get an idea of the sensitivity of after 
tax returns to different styles of active management, assuming turnover is a key 
differentiating feature. 

Not surprisingly we find that the impact of taxation depends on the tax status of 
the investor, with high tax paying investors needing to pay particular attention to 
the tax efficiency/turnover of active equity strategies.  For an investor paying the 
45 per cent tax rate to use active managers with 100 per cent turnover, breakeven 
net alpha (alpha in excess of fees) of approximately 2.6 per cent per annum would 
be required to overcome the tax burden caused by higher turnover relative to a 
passive index strategy. However for a superannuation investor, the breakeven net 
alpha required to offset taxes associated with 100 per cent turnover is only about 
0.6 per cent per annum. For more moderate levels of turnover around say 60 per 
cent, a super fund would require only net alpha of 0.3 per cent per annum to offset 
the increasing turnover, while for a top 45 per cent tax payer a breakeven net 
alpha of 1.3 per cent per annum is required. More significantly for an extremely 
active manager who realises all gains each year as short term gains, breakeven net 
alpha of at least 4.4 per cent would be required for a 45 per cent tax rate investor 
to warrant going active. We also find that the breakeven net alpha is positively 
associated with the level of forecast absolute returns.   
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IntroductIon 
Most Australian equity investors pay tax in some form, with 
superannuation funds taxed at 15 per cent, and personal 
investors taxed at up to 45 per cent1 on income.  Because taxes 
can be quite high, it is important that investors understand 
the impact of taxes on their investment portfolios. Most 
performance surveys for Australian sector funds are, however, 
presented before tax, and generally before fees.  Both fees and 
taxes are important for almost all investors in Australia2. In 
assisting to determine the impact of taxes on investor returns 
we have built an after tax return simulator which estimates the 
impact of taxes for various classes of investors and at various 
turnover levels, for it is the realisation of capital gains that 
impacts effective tax rates.    

In this paper we estimate the impact of taxes using historical 
performance of the All Ordinaries Index over the past 10 years.   
The methodology can also be used to estimate the impact of 
taxes on expected returns going forward.   

Methodology 
We collected All Ordinaries Index price returns and 
accumulation returns over the past 10 years to June 30 2006, 
and calculated financial year market performance and dividend 
yields. We assumed 70 per cent franking levels across the 
market, but our model can assume any degree of franking.3   

We then calculated after tax returns for various levels of turnover 
for superannuation funds (the “15 per cent Superannuation 
Investor”) and top marginal rate (45 per cent) individual tax 
payers (the “45 per cent Investor”). We use current taxation 
rates as this gives the most accurate estimate of the impact of 
taxes going forward. We use a taxpayer’s marginal tax rate 
for calculating the tax on dividends, taking into account 
franking credits. Calculating the tax on capital gains is more 
complicated because Australian taxes differentiate between 
realised short and long term gains, where a short term gain is 
a gain arising on the sale of an asset within less than one year 
of original purchase price. Taxation rates on short term gains 
are at the taxpayer’s full marginal tax rate, whilst long term 
gains are taxed at a discounted rate. For superannuation funds 
the discounted long term gains rate is 2/3 the normal 15 per 
cent tax rate or 10 per cent, whilst for other taxed individual 
investors it is half the rate, eg for the 45 per cent Investor the 
rate is 22.5 per cent.   

The difference in taxation rates on short and long term capital 
gains will impact the after tax efficacy of a strategy. With 
short term rates higher, the higher the proportion of short 
term capital gains the lower the expected after tax return.  
For instance in the extreme worst case scenario of realising 
all gains as short term gains each year, all capital gains will be 

taxed at the taxpayers marginal tax rate which is always higher 
than the long term gain rate. We denote this scenario as 100 
per cent Short Term. There is also a second order impact as the 
longer one defers the realisation of capital gains tax payable, 
the longer one gets to invest that money. So as long as the 
portfolio investment return is expected to be positive, then 
the longer you get to invest your money the higher compound 
return you will get on that money.   

At the other extreme, the best case scenario is if an investment 
strategy buys and holds stocks for the whole investment 
horizon. In this situation there are no capital gains realised 
during the course of the investment, and all unrealised gains at 
the investment conclusion would be long term capital gains. 

In reality the real life management of portfolios and their 
turnover characteristics will lie somewhere within these best 
to worst ranges. The best case scenario is very hard to replicate 
in real life as one cannot achieve the index return with zero 
turnover. The index changes over time as stocks go in and out, 
engendering natural turnover, which can’t be fully replicated 
by simply reinvesting dividends. Stocks falling out might not 
lead to realised gains, but stocks that are taken over in a cash 
bid do, and would likely generate significant gains. So the 
assumption of no turnover is extreme, and does not reflect the 
way funds are managed. On the other hand, for most actively 
managed funds it is fairly unlikely that an investment strategy 
would realise all gains as short term gains each year. Even if a 
manager’s turnover levels are 100 per cent or more, it doesn’t 
necessarily mean that all capital gains are short term. While 
100 per cent of the value of a fund is sold and bought over a 
year, there still might be a number of stocks owned throughout 
the whole year, whilst some shorter term holdings might be 
turned over a number of times.   

Calculating the impact of turnover is difficult due to this need 
to differentiate between short and long term gains. How does 
one estimate the proportion of gains which are short term and 
the proportion of gains which are long term?  In reality the split 
of short and long term capital gains will depend on a number 
of factors such as the manager’s investment style, market 
volatility, sector rotation, etc4. Building such a detailed and 
complex model would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, 
as it would require detailed information about the nuances of 
different investment management processes. Instead we use 
a simple model to give us an idea of the likely mix of short 
and long term gains as a function of total portfolio turnover.  
We simulate trading over 10 years under the assumption that 
turnover is uncorrelated with the last time a stock was traded. 
We also assume that turnover is carried out equally each month, 
eg for 60 per cent turnover, 5 per cent of the portfolio is traded 
each month (5 per cent buys and 5 per cent sells).  We then 
calculate the proportion of turnover which was short term and 
the proportion which was long term. Taking the 100 per cent 

1 Excluding the Medicare levy of 1.5 per cent. 
2 Even charities and pension funds which do not pay tax should be interested in tax to the extent that they receive value for franking credits. 
3 Given we have used the All ordinaries Index, it contains a reasonable percentage of property trusts, and most property trusts pay little or no  
     franking.   
4  We also do not consider the impact of cash flows in our analysis, which can considerably impact turnover and capital gains realisation. Positive cash   
 flows reduce turnover by enabling investment in new preferred stocks with new cash flows, and the reduction in percentage holdings of other positions  
 by not investing in them. Negative cash flows on the other hand can have quite negative impacts on capital gains, by forcing the early realisation of   
 gains. Building a model to estimate the impact of differing cash flows would be a useful extension to this analysis. 
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turnover example, we find that approximately 64 per cent of 
trades are short term – trading in stocks bought less than 12 
months earlier – with the other 36 per cent of trades realising 
long term capital gains (or losses)5. Figure 1 summarises the 
proportion of turnover which is short term at various turnover 
levels.  

Now that we have developed a model for determining the mix 
between short and long term capital gains we can estimate the 
impact of taxes as we vary portfolio turnover.   

results 
The All Ordinaries Accumulation Index earned 12.8 per cent 
per annum compounded over the 10 years to  30 June 2006, 
while the Price Index rose 8.6 per cent per annum compound 
over that period. The difference in returns of 4.2 per cent per 
annum represents dividends, although taking into account the 
compounding impact the average dividend yield was only 3.9 
per cent per annum over the 10 years. If one estimates the 
value of franking credits assuming a 70 per cent franking level 
throughout, franking credits add a further 1.1 per cent per 
annum to compounded returns, giving gross returns including 
franking of 13.9 per cent per annum.    

Worst case scenarIo – all gaIns  
realIsed as 100 per cent short terM   
In this scenario all gains are realised each year and all those 
gains are short term.  Under this scenario the after tax returns 
for a 15 per cent Superannuation Investor are 11.9 per cent per 
annum, while the returns for the 45 per cent Investor are only 
7.8 per cent per annum. 

Best case scenarIo – no realIsed gaIns 
Here we assume the ultimate buy and hold strategy, where 
no capital gains are realised throughout the 10 year period.  
Prior to any final capital gains tax being paid, the returns for a 
superannuation investor are 13.2 per cent per annum and 11.7 
per cent per annum for a 45 per cent investor. These returns 
are significantly higher than the worst case scenario above.  
However we don’t believe it is fair to compare one strategy 
which has paid all taxes along the way with another which has 
a large capital gains tax payable on liquidation. Accordingly we 
think it fairer to allow for the final capital gains tax payable on 
the long term capital gains accrued in the best case scenario.  
After taking this into account at the long term capital gains 
rate, the 15 per cent Superannuation Investor returns fall to 
12.6 per cent per annum while the 45 per cent Investor returns 
fall to 10.3 per cent per annum.   

There is a big difference between a tax efficient buy and hold 
strategy and an inefficient realise all gains each year strategy, 
particularly at high tax rates. For a 45 per cent Investor the 
difference is 2.5 per cent per annum, whereas for the 15 per 
cent Superannuation Investor its 0.7 per cent per annum. We 
can also calculate the effective tax rate for each investor and 
scenario.  In calculating the effective rate we compare the after 

5   This 100 per cent scenario should not be confused with the worst case 100 per cent Short Term scenario,  
where we assume all gains are realised each year on a short term basis.   

FIGURE 1.  EsTImATED PRoPoRTIon oF AnnUAl  
                     TURnovER wHIcH Is sHoRT TERm

Note:  Simulated results based on the assumption of uncorrelated turnover over time. 
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FIGURE 2.  EsTImATED AFTER TAx RETURns FoR 15 PER cEnT  
sUPERAnnUATIon InvEsToR AnD 45 PER cEnT InvEsToR

Note:  10 Year All Ordinaries returns to June 30 2006. 
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tax return with the gross return including franking of 13.9 per 
cent per annum, as we find this gives a better indication of the 
marginal impact of effective tax rates as franking credits can 
tend to muddy the calculation of effective tax rates.6  

We now calculate after tax returns for more realistic levels of 
turnover in between our best and worst case scenarios. For 
turnover levels from 10 per cent to 100 per ccent we estimate 
the proportion of long and short term gains each year and 
pay tax according to the investor’s marginal rates on long 
and short term capital gains. Tax on dividends and franking 
credits are also calculated each year. At the end of the final 
year any unrealised capital gains are deemed to be realised and 
taxation paid accordingly. Figure 2 depicts the estimated after 
tax returns as turnover is increased, also including the best case  
0 per cent turnover scenario and the worst case scenario of 100 
per cent short term gains realised each year for comparison 
purposes.     

Estimated after tax returns are reduced slowly for 15 per cent 
Superannuation Investors, with returns falling from 12.6 per 
cent per annum for 0 per cent turnover, to 12.1 per cent per 
annum at 100 per cent turnover, 0.2 per cent per annum better 
than the worst case realise all gains as short term scenario.  
There is a much stronger taxation impact for the 45 per cent 
Investor as would be expected. Estimated after tax returns for 
45 per cent Investors reduce from 10.3 per cent per annum 
at 0 per cent turnover, to 8.5 per cent per annum at 100 per 
cent turnover. Not only is the investors tax rate higher, but 
the discount between short term gains and long term gains 
is 50 per cent compared with the 33.3 per cent discount for 
superannuation investors, leading to much stronger taxation 
impacts as turnover is varied.   

Another way of looking at these results is to plot the effective 
tax rates as we vary portfolio turnover. Figure 3 depicts the 
estimated effective tax rates as we vary turnover. Again we 

calculate effective tax rates using the after tax return compared 
to the grossed up (for franking credits) return of 13.9 per cent 
per annum. For 15 per cent Superannuation Investors, estimated 
effective tax rates rise from just under 10 per cent to 13 per cent 
at 100 per cent turnover, while for 45 per cent Investors they 
rise from 26 per cent to 39 per cent. For comparison purposes 
we also plot the effective tax rate for the worst case 100 per 
cent Short Term scenario. 

Breakeven net alpha 
While the estimated marginal tax rates are revealing, perhaps a 
better illustrator of the impact of taxes is to estimate the alpha 
required to justify moving from an index like investment to 
an active investment strategy. We define the “breakeven net 
alpha” as the net alpha before taxes but after extra investment 
management fees required to make the estimated after tax 
active return equivalent to the estimated after tax return on 
an index fund (for which we assume 5 per cent turnover).7 
Table 2 summarises key breakeven net alphas, while Figure 4 
depicts breakeven net alphas from 10 per cent to 100 per cent 
turnover as well as for the worst case 100 per cent Short Term 
gain scenario. 

TAblE 2.  EsTImATED bREAkEvEn nET AlPHA REqUIRED  
                   To JUsTIFy AcTIvE TURnovER AFTER TAx

  15% super  45% Investor 

40% Turnover  0.2%  0.8% 

60% Turnover  0.3%  1.3% 

100% Turnover  0.6%  2.6% 

100% Short Term  0.8%  4.4%

Note:  For 15% Superannuation and 45% Investors  
           using 10 Year All Ordinaries Returns to June 30 2006. 

6 For instance using gross returns of 13.9 per cent p.a. we get an effective 15 per cent tax rate for superannuation funds for the 100 per cent Short  
 Term gain scenario, whereas if we use the nominal 12.8 per cent p.a. returns as the denominator we would calculate an effective tax rate of  
 7 per cent.    
7 Since we don’t know the costs of managing index funds or active funds we let the user add the differential cost between index management and  
 active management, eg if a wholesale fund pays 0.1 per cent p.a. for index management and 0.5 per cent p.a. for active management, then 0.4 per  
 cent should be added to the net breakeven alpha to reflect differential fees. We assume 5 per cent turnover as a reasonable estimate of the likely  
 turnover associated with managing an index fund.    

FIGURE 3.  EsTImATED EFFEcTIvE TAx RATEs FoR 
                     sUPERAnnUATIon AnD 45 PER cEnT InvEsToRs

Note:  10 Year All Ordinaries returns to June 30 2006. 
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FIGURE 4.  EsTImATED bREAkEvEn nET AlPHAs REqUIRED 
                     To JUsTIFy AcTIvE TURnovER AFTER TAx

Note:  for Superannuation and 45% Investors using 10 Year  
           All Ordinaries returns to June 30 2006. 
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For 15 per cent Superannuation Investors the breakeven net 
alpha is only 0.2 per cent per annum at 40 per cent turnover, 
rising to 0.3 per cent per annum at 60 per cent, 0.6 per cent per 
annum at 100 per cent turnover, and 0.8 per cent per annum 
at the worst case full realisation of all gains as short term 
scenario.  While this means that tax is important, for strategies 
expecting say a 2 per cent net alpha which is not unreasonable 
for a wholesale investor, tax impacts are more than made up 
for by the alpha expectation. However, if one is comparing 
two managers, both with the same expected net alpha, the one 
with lower turnover would be preferred ceteris paribus. The 
taxation difference between a 40 per cent turnover and a 100 
per cent turnover is expected to be 0.4 per cent per annum. Of 
course in many cases errors in estimating the expected manager 
net alpha probably far exceed the likely differences in tax. 

For 45 per cent Investors the differences in breakeven net 
alphas are quite stark. At 100 per cent turnover a breakeven net 
alpha of  2.6 per cent per annum is estimated to be required 
to justify active management. At this level of turnover, high 
taxed investors need to very seriously consider the decision 
to use an active manager, particularly if they are paying full 
retail fees. However at moderately low levels of turnover under  
50 per cent, the breakeven net alpha is estimated at less than 
1 per cent per annum. On the other hand for very actively 
managed funds where all gains are realised as short term gains 
each year, breakeven net alpha is estimated to be 4.4 per cent 
per annum, a very tall hurdle indeed. 

varyIng yIeld characterIstIcs 
We can also determine the impact of changing some of the 
other portfolio characteristics and considering their impact on 
breakeven net alpha.  For instance, what if a particular portfolio 
style delivers a higher level of dividends? As an example we 
consider an active strategy which delivers a portfolio with 40 
per cent turnover, 0.5 per cent per annum extra yield and a 10 
per cent higher franking credit percentage (80 per cent franked 
yield rather than 70 per cent).  For a 15 per cent Superannuation 
Investor the breakeven net alpha falls from 0.2 per cent per 
annum to zero. The extra franking credits fully compensate 
for any additional capital gains tax costs. However, there is 
minimal impact for a 45 per cent investor, as franking credits 
which have effectively had 30 per cent corporate tax paid are 
not valued by an investor on a 45 per cent tax rate.   

 

varyIng Market return expectatIons 
Up until this point in time we have calculated the tax impacts 
on historical index returns. This analysis can be biased by the 
relatively high absolute levels of returns earned over the past 10 
years on the Australian equity market. As a guide to looking 
at the sensitivity of our calculations, we have also conducted 
a breakeven net alpha analysis using forecast constant 8 per 
cent per annum nominal returns over a 10 year horizon, 
assuming a 4 per cent per annum dividend yield. Table 3 
displays results for 4 turnover scenarios. With the portfolio 
dividend yield essentially being held the same as in our real 
world historic returns, the reduction in portfolio returns leads 
to a concomitant reduction in capital gains. As taxation of 
capital gains is the major driver of after tax return differentials, 

it is not surprising that lowering expected capital gains also 
lowers breakeven net alphas, or in other words tax becomes 
less important when returns are low. (Perhaps that is why after 
tax return reporting has become more topical over the past few 
years of high absolute market returns)  

suMMary 
We have looked at the impact of portfolio turnover on the tax 
efficiency of active equity portfolios, comparing performance 
versus an index-like strategy. We have considered the impact of 
taxation on two investor types, a 15 per cent Superannuation 
Investor and a top marginal rate 45 per cent Tax Investor 
using historical performance of the All Ordinaries Index over 
the past 10 years to 30 June 2006. We have varied turnover 
levels to get an idea of the sensitivity of after tax returns to 
different styles of active management, assuming turnover is a 
key differentiating feature. 

Not surprisingly we find that the impact of taxation depends 
on the tax status of the investor, with the high tax paying  
45 per cent Investor needing to pay particular attention to 
the tax efficiency/turnover of active equity strategies. For an 
investor paying the 45 per cent tax rate to use active managers 
with 100 per cent turnover, breakeven net alpha (alpha in 
excess of fees) of approximately 2.6 per cent per annum would 
be required to overcome the tax burden caused by higher 
turnover relative to a passive index strategy. However for a 
15 per cent Superannuation Investor, the breakeven net alpha 
required to offset taxes associated with 100 per cent turnover is 
only about 0.6 per cent per annum. For more moderate levels 
of turnover around 60 per cent, a 15 per cent Superannuation 
Investor would require only a breakeven net alpha of 0.3 per 
cent per annum to offset the increasing turnover, while for a 
45 per cent Investor a breakeven net alpha of 1.3 per cent per 
annum is required. More significantly for an extremely active 
manager who realises all gains each year as short term gains, 
net alpha of at least 4.4 per cent would be required for a 45 per 
cent Investor to warrant going active. We also find that the 
breakeven net alpha is positively associated with the level of 
forecast absolute returns.  

TAblE 3.  EsTImATED bREAkEvEn nET AlPHAs REqUIRED  
                   To JUsTIFy AcTIvE TURnovER AFTER TAx

  15% super  45% Investor 

40% Turnover  0.1%  0.3% 

60% Turnover  0.2%  0.6% 

100% Turnover  0.3%  1.2% 

All Short Term  0.4%  2.0%

Note:  for superannuation and 45 per cent tax rates using 8 per cent p.a. forecast  
            returns with 4 per cent p.a. dividend yield over 10 year horizon. 
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